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ABSTRACT

The USAF command and control (C2) is undergoing a transformation to enable the application of air and space power across the full range of military operations in support of the Joint Forces Commander. To be able to meet the future challenge of employing forces anywhere in the world in support of national security objectives, the USAF requires C2 processes that are flexible to adapt to any level of conflict. This paper describes an in-house program underway at the USAF Research Laboratory Information Directorate that is researching technologies to support the concepts of distributed C2. The research focus is on distributed mixed-initiative planning where dispersed human planners interact with the automated planning services. The automated planning services are built on distributed blackboards and multi-agent systems. The vision of this research is for an extensible UML model of plans and a planning process language to reduce the level of human to human collaboration, allowing machine mediation of distributed human planning. This work is consistent with the future USAF vision of C2 air operations that are distributed, scalable, leverage other Air Operations Centers to optimize manpower requirements, offer redundancy in the event of catastrophic failures, and reduce the forward foot-print.
Title:
Mixed-Initiative Distributed Planning Outline
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